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Puppy love in Puppy Place! An irresistible Valentine's Day story starring Honey, a sweet yellow

Lab.In this special Valentine's Day story, Charles and his best friend Sammy meet Honey, a sweet,

intelligent yellow Lab who's family is moving away--without Honey! When Charles brings this puppy

home, guess who falls in love? Charles's mom--the cat lover of the family! Will the Petersons end up

keeping Honey? Or will Honey become a service dog and best pal for Noah, a talented artist who

uses a wheelchair? One thing is for certain: puppy love is in the air!
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Review by 8-year old Ryan: I like that there was a kid ina wheel chair. I like that it talked about

Service Dogs. My mom likes it about just as much as I do. Ryan's mom's review: Although he's a

very good reader, I couldn't get Ryan to sit down for any length of time to read, as he quickly lost

interest in other books. Ryan loves the Puppy Place books and reads much more than he used to

because he wants to learn about the next adventure and the next puppy. The books also have

helped him learn about service dogs, guide dogs, and the people they help.



Another great dog book for the granddaughters. They love this series of books. They have quite a

collection started and I wish I had seen that I could have purchased the books in a series instead of

separately.

I love every puppy place book. Ellen is great at what she does. I love dogs and I love Honey. Ellen

makes the reader see the dogs and fall in love with them like the Peterson's. I love Dr Gibson.

Because that's my last name. Lizzy and I have a lot in common like our addiction to dogs. I wish I

was in the Peterson's family.

I like this book because I love dogs and this book is about dogs. If you like dogs I would recommed

this book for you. I enjoyed this book a lot. It is about this boy named Charls who fosters a dog

named Honey. When he was having a puppy reunion with 3 dogs he finds a boy who wants a dog. I

really liked this book.

This yellow Lab is so smart and sweet. Finding the perfect home for her will be easy - won't it?Wow!

after fostering Shadow, the black lab, they get to foster Honey, the yellow lab!Honey reminds me of

Sunny, one of our foster puppies, because of her color. One of the reasons why I gave this a high

rating is because I love all the books in this series, 2nd because I love the way the author writes her

books: In a clear simple format that is easy to read but... at the same time dosen't feel like it's to

childish for a 12 going on 13 year old like me to read. 3rd Because it doesn't seem like fiction at all!

the author did a great job writing these books. 4th the stories are entertaining, 5th they are stories

that tech abot how to take care of dogs, 6th they teach about dogs in general, and lastly they are all

around great to just pick up and read at night when you want something that will be fun and

entertaining, but will put your children to sleep while learning at the same time.The quick sum of the

book is this:Charle can tell Honey is the sweetest puppy ever! He agrees to take her home withot

asking his parent's permission. Mom just HAS to say yes to fostering her. Can Charles find this

well-behaved sweetheart a perfect owner?

The Puppy Place is a good series that allows young readers to learn about different dog breeds and

the responsibilities in puppy/dog ownership, too!

My 2nd grade daughter is in love with all the Puppy Place books, and my elementary librarian

husband says they are constantly being borrowed.



My 9 year old LOVES these books! We got this for her for Valentines day and she was super

excited!
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